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Abstract. We investigate the notion of Long Range Contact graphs.

Roughly speaking, such a graph is de ned by (1) an underlying network
topology G, and (2) one (or possibly more) extra link connecting every
node u to a \long distance" neighbor, called the long range contact of u.
This extra link represents the a priori knowledge that a node has about
far nodes and is set up randomly according to some probability distributions p. To illustrate the claim that Long Range Contact graphs are
a good model for the small world phenomenon, we study greedy routing
in these graphs. Greedy routing is the distributed routing protocol in
which a node u makes use of its long range contact to progress toward
a target, if this contact is closer to the target, than the other neighbors.
We give upper and lower bounds on greedy routing on the n-node ring
Cn augmented with links chosen using the r-harmonic distributions. In
particular, we show a tight (log 2 n)-bound for the expected number of
steps required for routing in Cn augmented using the 1-harmonic distribution. Hence, our study shows that the model of Kleinberg [11] can
be simpli ed by using the ring rather than the mesh while preserving
the main features of the model. Our study also demonstrates the signi cant di erence (in term of both diameter and routing) between the ring
augmented with long range contacts chosen with the harmonic distribution and the ring augmented with a random matching as introduced
by Bollobas and Chung [3]. Finally, using epimorphisms of a graph onto
another, for any network G, we show how to de ne a probability distribution p and study the performance of greedy routing in G augmented with
p. For appropriate embeddings (if they exist), this performance turns out
to be O(log 2 n).
?
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1 Introduction
The small-world phenomenon arises from rather anecdotal experience that has
been witnessed in many large interconnected systems: it is a phenomenon that
formalizes the paradoxical ability of an entity in the system to be only a few
\degrees" of separation away from any other entity in the system. This paradoxical occurrence of the small-world phenomenon has been backed by statistical
data of reachability and has several instantiations in the scienti c literature from
sociology to the web. It has become the subject of investigation in popular as
well as artistic culture (see [7,8, 16]).
To understand this phenomenon studies have been made that include the introduction of two graph theoretic models: relational graphs and spatial graphs.
In relational graphs the probability of the vertices becoming connected depends
only upon preexisting connections [3,5,16,17]. In spatial graphs, the corresponding probability is a function of the vertices [11,16]. In recent years the web has
been the focus of investigations. Here researchers have investigated power-laws,
i.e., the probability that a node has degree k is given by k?c , for some constant
c > 0; this implies that nodes with low degree are the most numerous and the
probability of nodes with given degree k decreases as k increases proportionately
with k?c [1,4,6, 12]. All these studies show that random graphs Gn;p as de ned
by Erdos and Renyi, are not good models for the small world phenomenon,
because they have a large diameter when the average degree is small [2].
In this paper, we study the notion of Long Range Contact graphs. Let G =
(V;E ) be a network on P
n vertices. Consider a probabilistic mapping p on the
vertices of G such that v2V p(u;v) = 1; for all u 2 V . I.e., each node u 2 V
has an associated probability distribution p(u; ). Given G and p, the Long Range
Contact graph (G;p) is a directed graph de ned on the same set of vertices, such
that every node u has degG (u) + 1 out-neighbors, that is its degG (u) neighbors
in G, plus one additional out-neighbor chosen at random according to p. This
latter neighbor is called the long range contact of u. The probabilistic mapping
p, i.e., the probability distributions p(u; )'s, re ect \vague knowledge" available
at the nodes about the possible status and location of a desired information
located at some node of the network.
In small world graphs, not only have the nodes a few degrees of separation,
but these nodes are able (or expected) to nd reasonably short routes between
them. Therefore, the following two parameters have been the source of much
research: (1) The diameter of (G;p), i.e., the maximum distance between any
two nodes in the augmented graph; and (2) The performance of greedy routing
in (G;p), i.e., routing from a source s to a target t is executed by selecting, at
each intermediate node u, the next node as the neighbor of u (including its long
range contact) which is closer (in the graph G) to the target t.
These two parameters depend rst on the probability distribution to select a
long range contact and second on the underlying topology of the graph. To be a
good candidate to abstract small world phenomenon, a graph model must insure

that both the diameter, and the number of greedy routing steps, be small. In
this paper, we study the model in which G is the ring Cn, and p is the harmonic
distribution.

Related research Among the previously cited papers, two are strongly con-

nected to this paper. Bollobas and Chung [3] have studied the diameter of a ring
plus a random matching, selected uniformly among all possible matchings. They
have shown that the resulting augmented ring has a diameter (log n) with a
probability tending to 1 as n goes to in nity. However, the performance of greedy
routing can be very bad in this model. Indeed, Kleinberg [11] has shown that the
ring augmented with long range contacts
chosen uniformly at random o ers very
bad properties in term of routing ( (pn) lower bound for the expected number of steps). As an attempt to model the small world phenomenon, Kleinberg
has therefore proposed to use the 2-dimensional square grid augmented with
long range contacts chosen according to the 2-harmonic distribution. He showed
that, in this model, greedy routing performs in O(log2 n) expected number of
steps. Moreover he showed that this is optimal in the sense that for r 6= 2 any
distributed routing algorithm based on the r-harmonic distribution has an n (1)
lower bound on the expected number of steps. He concluded that the grid with
the 2-harmonic distribution is a good model for the small world phenomenon.

Results of the paper Motivated by the research of Bollobas and Chung, we
have investigated the augmented ring. Motivated by the research of Kleinberg,
we have investigated r-harmonic mappings pr , r  0, de ned as follows. Given
two nodes u and v, the?rprobability for u to have v as long range contact is given
by pr (u;v) = P d(u;vd()u;w)?r , where d(; ) is the distance function in the network.
w6 u
The uniform distribution (which is obtained for r = 0), i.e., p(i;j ) = 1=n, and
the Zipf distribution [18] (which is obtained for r = 1 ? log :80= log :20), are two
examples of harmonic distributions. We have performed an exhaustive study of
the performances of greedy routing in the ring augmented with harmonic long
range contacts, for all r  0. Table 1 summarizes our results.
One important result in this table is the tight (log2 n)-bound for the expected number of steps of greedy routing in the ring augmented with long range
contact chosen using the 1-harmonic distribution. The upper bound O(log2 n)
shows that the simple ring can perform as well as the square mesh, and hence
provides a simpler model for the small world phenomenon. The lower bound
(log2 n), as well as the other lower bounds for r 6= 1, show that greedy routing
cannot perform faster than log2 n steps in any ring augmented with an harmonic
distribution. It seems to be a challenging task to prove or disprove the existence
of a distribution allowing greedy routing to perform faster in the ring, the square
grid, or even the k-dimensional mesh, k  3.
As a last contribution, we show how to extend the results of the ring to
any network G, by using epimorphisms of a graph onto another. In particular,
=

r-Harmonic Lower

Reference Upper
Reference
Distribution Bound
Bound
1?r
0r<1
(n 2?r ) Theorem 4 O(n1?r ) Theorem 2
r=1
(log2 n) Theorem 5 O(log 2 n) Theorem 1
r?1
1<r<2
(np r ) Theorem 4 O(nr?1 ) Theorem 1
log n
r=2
( n) Theorem 4 O( n log
log n ) Theorem 3
r?1
2<r
(n r ) Theorem 4 O(n)
Trivial
Table 1. Expected number of steps of greedy routing in the ring augmented with long
range contacts chosen according to the r-harmonic distribution.

we show how to de ne a probabilistic mapping p and study the performance of
greedy routing in (G;p). For appropriate embeddings this performance turns out
to be O(log2 n).

2 Preliminary Results
For the purpose of simpli cation of the presentation, all our results are formally
proven for the directed ring, i.e., the digraph in which nodes are labeled from 0
to n, and where node i has node i + 1 as out-neighbor, and i ? 1 as in-neighbor
(unless speci ed otherwise, all operations are performed modulo n + 1). In each
case, the result in the undirected ring di ers by a constant factor only. We denote
by Rn+1 the directed ring of n + 1 nodes.
The r-harmonic random variable Hr , with values in f1;:::;ng hasPthe probability distribution de ned by Pr(fHr = kg) = Hk?nrr , where Hn(r) = ni=1 i?r is
the r-harmonic number of order n. Therefore, if Rn+1 is augmented using the
r-harmonic mapping pr , then, given two nodes i and j, the probability for i?tor
n+1) :
have j as long range contact in (Rn+1;pr ) is given by pr (i;j ) = ((j?i) mod
Hnr
This formula can be made more explicit by noticing that the harmonic numbers
satisfy the following identities.
( )

( )

Lemma 1. The r-harmonic number of order n is

8 1 1?r
< 1?r n + O(1) if r < 1;
Hn(r) = : log n + O(1) if r = 1;
O(1)
if r > 1.

The next lemma shows thresholds in the behavior of the harmonic distributions. Not surprisingly, these thresholds are those appearing in Table 1.

Lemma 2. The expected value of Hr is
8
(n)
if 0  r < 1
>
>
>
>
< (n= log n) if r = 1
E(Hr ) = > (nr?1 ) if 1 < r < 2
>
(1= log n) if r = 2
>
>
: (1)
if 2 < r.
For our analysis of greedy routing in Rn+1 , we will always assume that the
source node is 0, and the target node is n. It is indeed easy to observe that this
is a worst case, as far as greedy routing is concerned. Indeed, the probability
for a node to have a long range contact at distance d on the ring decreases as
d increases. Therefore the farther a source is from a target, the larger is the
expected number of steps to route from that source to that target.
A very naive interpretation of Lemma 2 would be to derive that, e.g., greedy
routing in the ring augmented with the 1-harmonic distribution performs in
O(log n) expected number of steps. This reasoning fails because the expected
gain of using long range contacts decreases as one gets closer to the destination
(as long range contacts may lead farther away from that destination than one
currently is). The following clari es that point. Given a node s 2 f0;:::;n ?
1g, greedy routing de nes a random variable Js as the length of the \jump"
performed at s toward the target n. It satis es: Js = Hr if Hr  n ? s, and ?1
otherwise. One can easily show the following.

Lemma 3. For k  n ? s, we have

(fHr = kg) + Pr(fHr > n ? sg) if k = 1
Pr(fJs = kg = Pr
Pr(fHr = kg)
if 1 < k  n ? s.
And the expected value of the jump Js at node s in (Rn+1 ;pr ) is:
8
((n ? s)2?r =n1?r ) if r < 1
>
>
>
>
< ((n ? s)= log n) if r = 1
if 1 < r < 2
E(Js) = > ((n ? s)2?r )
>

(log(
n
?
s
))
if
r=2
>
>
: (1)
if r > 2.

3 Upper Bounds
We begin with general considerations which apply to arbitrary networks. Then
we will re ne these concepts for the speci c case of the ring. For each vertex
u of G = (V;E), and each real number r > 0, de ne the ball BrG (u) of radius
r around u as the set of vertices at distance at most r from u. (If the
graph
used is clear from the context we will omit the superscript G from BrG (u) and
write Br (u).) For any set S of vertices of (G;p) and any vertex u 2 V de ne

p[u ! S] = Pv2S p(u;v): Here we are trying to quantify the weight that a node
u gives to a contact in S in the sense that p[u ! S] is the probability that a
node u has a long-range contact in the set S .
De nition 1. Let G be a graph, p a probabilistic mapping on G, c > 1 a constant, and f a function. The pair (G;p) is called an (f;c)-Long Range Contact
graph if for any pair (u;t) of vertices of G at distance at most d we have that
p[u ! Bd=c (t)]  f (1d) .
Lemma 4. Let G = (V;E) be a graph of diameter D. If (G;p) isPan (f;c)-Long 
cD
i
Range Contact graph then greedy routing in (G;p) performs in O ilog
=1 f (D=c )
expected number of steps.
Proof. What is the probability, for a given node u at distance at most d from

the target t, that the long range contact selected is at a distance at most d=c
from the target? By de nition, this is equal to p[u ! Bd=c (t)]. Moreover, by
the geometric distribution, the expected number of trials to guarantee success is
1=p[u ! Bd=c (t)]. When a trial fails, we make a move towards the target by going
to a neighbor along a shortest path from the current node to the target. The next
trial is therefore performed at a node still at distance at most d from t. It follows
from De nition 1 that the expected number of trials to get a contact in Bd=c (t)
is at most p[u!B1d=c (t)]  f (d): This implies that after at most f (d) expected
number of routing steps from u, we enter Bd=c (t). Iterating
we conclude
 Pthis

log
D
c
that the expected number of steps for routing is at most O i=1 f (D=ci ) .
Using speci c probabilistic mappings we can simplify our analysis.

De nition 2. A probabilistic mapping p on a graph G is distance-invariant if
p(u;v) depends only on the distance d(u;v). A distance-invariant mapping is
called non-increasing if it is a non-increasing function of the distance.

To simplifynotation we use the same symbol to denote the resulting mapping,
namely p(u;v) = p(d(u;v)). We can prove the following result.

Lemma 5. If p is a non-increasing distant-invariant mapping on the graph G
then for all vertices u;t with d(u;t)  d and all constants c > 0, we have that

p[u ! Bd=c (t))  p (c + 1)d=c  jBd=c(t)j:

Proof. Let v be a node in Bd=c (t). For any node u, d(u;v)  d(u;t) + d(t;v) 

d + d=c = (c + 1)d=c: It follows that
X
p(u;v)
p[u ! Bd=c(t)] =
v2Bd=c (t)

=



X

v2Bd=c (t)
X
v2Bd=c (t)

p(d(u;v)) since p is distance invariant
p((c + 1)d=c) since p is non increasing

= p((c + 1)d=c)  jBd=c (t)j;
which completes the proof of the lemma.
As a direct consequence of Lemma 5, and by de nition of (f;c)-Long Range
Contact graphs, we obtain the following result.

Lemma 6. Consider a graph G and a non-increasing distance-invariant mapping p. Then, for any c > 1, the pair (G;p) is an (f;c)-Long Range Contact
1
graph where the function f (d) is de ned by f (d) = p((c+1)d=c)min
:
t2V jBd=c (t)j
Theorem 1. The expected number of steps for greedy routing on Rn+1 is

O(log2 n) if r = 1
O(nr?1) if 1 < r < 2.
Proof. The r-harmonic mapping pr on a graph G is a non-increasing distanceinvariant mapping. From Lemma 6, (G;p1) is a Long Range Contact graph
with f (d) ' 1= log n. The O(log2 n) bound then results from the application
of Lemma 4. Similarly, for r > 1, G(;pr ) is a Long Range Contact graph with
f (d) ' dr?1 (cf. Lemma 1). The result then follows by application of Lemma 4.
In order to obtain non trivial upper bounds when either r < 1 or r  2 we can
use the method of probabilistic recurrences. First we recall the following discussion from [14] (Theorem 1.3, page 15). Let g(x) be a monotone non-decreasing
function from positive reals to positive reals. Consider a particle starting from
position 0 and moving along the discrete line segment from 0 to n and whose
position changes in discrete time intervals. If the particle is currently at position
s it moves to position s + X where X is a random variable ranging over the
integers 1;:::;n ? s such that E[X ]  g(n ? s). The following result due to

Karp, Upfal and Widgerson was rst stated in [10] (see also [9] for additional
information on probabilistic recurrences):

Lemma 7. (Karp, Upfal, Widgerson [10]) Let T be the random variable denoting the
R number of steps in which the particle reaches the position n. Then
E(T )  1n dx=g(x):
We can use Lemma 7 to analyze greedy routing when r < 1. More precisely,
we can prove the following result.

Theorem 2. The expected number of steps for greedy routing on Rn+1 using
r-harmonic distributions with 0  r < 1 is O(n1?r ).

Proof. Greedy routing is similar to the motion of the particle described above.

By Lemma 3, if the particle is in position s then the expected length of a jump is
((n ? s)2?r =n1?r ). If we let g(x) = (x2?r =n1?r) then Lemma 7 is applicable

and we obtain that the expected number of steps of greedy routing is at most
Zn

dx

1 x2?r =n1?r

1?r
= 1n ? r ? 1 ?1 r :

The Lemma on probabilistic recurrences can also be used for analysing greedy
routing when using 2-harmonic distributions.

Theorem 3. The expected number
of steps for greedy routing on Rn+1 using
log n ).
2-harmonic distribution is O( n log
log n
Proof. Combining Lemmas 3 and 7, we can show that Rup to a constant the
expected number of steps of greedy routing is at most 2n logdxx . This is easily
log n
seen to be in O( n log
log n ).

4 Lower Bounds
The proof of the following result is based on a proof in [11].

Lemma 8. Let p be any distance-invariant mapping on Rn+1 . Assume that
there exists d and D, and , 0 <  < 1, such that such that one of the two
following conditions holds:
P

1. d  D and D  diP
=1 p(i)  ;
2. d  D < n and D  i>d p(i)  .
Then the expected number of steps of greedy routing is at least (1 ? )D.

B denote the ball of
Rn+1 centered at n and radius d, i.e., B = fn ? d;:::;n ? 1;ng. Recall that we
consider greedy routing from 0 to n. Consider the events:
E : In at most D steps we reach n.
E 0: In at most D steps we reach a node that has a long range contact to a node
in B .
Ei0: In step i we reach a node that has a long range contact to a node in B .
Let X be the random variable which counts the number of steps to reach n

Proof. First we prove the lemma under condition 1. Let

from 0. In view of condition 1 we have that

Pr(E 0) = Pr([Di=1 Ei0) 

D
X
i=1

Pr(Ei0 )  D  p[0 ! B]  D 

d
X
i=1

p(i)  :

It follows that

(1)
Pr(E 0) = 1 ? Pr(E 0 )  1 ? :
Since d  D, E  E 0 , and hence E 0  E . It follows that Pr(E jE 0) = 0. Using

this and Inequality 1 we can show that

E[X ] =

X

k

kPr(fX = kg) 

X

k

kPr(fX = kg\E0) = Pr(E0)E[X jE0]  (1?)D:

This proves the rst part of the lemma. Next we prove the lemma under condition 2. Consider the events
E : In at most D steps we reach n.
E 0: In+at most D steps, we reach
a node u0 that has a long range contact to a
node u0 6= n such that d(u0;u+0 ) > d.
Ei0: In step i, we +reach a node u0 that has a long range contact to a node u+0 6= n
such that d(u0;u0 ) > d.
Again, let X be the random variable which counts the number of steps to
reach n from 0. For every node u, let u+ be the long range contact of u. Using
Condition 2 of the lemma, we obtain

Pr(E 0) = Pr([Di=1 Ei0 ) 

D
X
i=1

Pr(Ei0 )  D  Pr(fd(u;u+ ) > dg) = D 

X

i>d

p(i)  :

Since dD < n, E  E 0 , and hence E 0  E . Therefore, E[X ]  Pr(E 0)  E[X jE 0] 
(1 ? )D. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 4. The expected number of steps for greedy routing on Rn+1under the
r-harmonic distribution is bounded from below by (up to a constant):
( 1?r
2?r

n r? if r < 1
n r if 1 < r
1

Proof. The cumulative distributions of the r-harmonics random variable Hr are

given (up to a multiplicative constant) by the formulas


)1?r if r < 1;
Pr(fHr  kg)  (1k=n
? k1?r if r > 1.
?r

When r < 1 we apply condition 1 of Lemma 8 with d = D = n ?r , and r?= 1=2.
When r > 1 we apply condition 2 of Lemma 8 with d = n r , D = n r , and
 = 1=2.
1
2

1

1

In the speci c case r = 1, one can prove the optimality of Theorem 1 for the
1-harmonic distribution.

Theorem 5. The expected number of steps of greedy routing using the 1-harmonic
distribution is at least (log2 n).
Proof. Let H be a 1-harmonic random variable in f1;:::;ng, i.e., Pr(fH =
ig) = 1=(i  Hn) where Hn = Pni=1 1=i = (log n). For any s, 0  s  n ? 1, the
if H  n ? s;
jump at node s is Js = H
1 otherwise. Greedy routing from 0 to n constructs
a sequence s0 = 0;s1 ;s2;::: such that si+1 = si + Jsi . From Lemma 3, we have,
for any k 2 f1;:::;n ? sg,

(fH = kg)
if 1 < k  n ? s; (2)
Pr(fJs = kg) = Pr
Pr(fH = 1g) + Pr(fH > n ? sg) otherwise.

and

(3)
E(Js) = Pr(fH > n ? sg) + nH? s  1 + nH? s :
n
n
For 0  i  blog2 nc, let ni = n  (1 ? 1=2i) and Ii = [ni;ni+1). Let i > 0,
s 2 Ii?1, and Es be the event that the long range contact of s is in [ni+1;n]
(i.e., greedy routing from s to n \jumps" over Ii ). WePhave
Pr(Es) = Pr(fJs 
n?s
ni+1?sg), and thus,
thanks
to
Equation
2,
Pr
(
E
)
=
s
k=ni ?s Pr(fH = kg) '



1 log n?s = 1 log 1 + n?ni : For s 2 Ii?1, we have 2 ? log3 
log n
ni ?s
log n
ni ?s
n?n
i
log 1 + ni ?s  1: As a consequence,
+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1



Pr(Es) =  log1 n :

(4)

Let K be the random variable de ned as the number of consecutive rst intervals
containing at least one node si , while performing greedy routing from 0 to n.
More precisely, if greedy routing constructs the sequence s0 = 0;s1;s2 ;:::, then
K = minfj : si 2= Ij ; 8ig ? 1. From Equation 4,

1= log n)k :
Pr(fK = kg) =  (1 ? log
n
By using ln(1 + x)  x when x is small, easy calculations show that E(K ) =
(log n). Let us now concentrate on the time it takes to traverse an interval Ii,
i  K . Let
ti = minfsj : sj 2 Iig and t0i = maxfsj : sj 2 Iig:
Then let i = ti ? ni and 0i = ni+1 ? t0i . If ti = sj and sj?1 2 I` , then
i  Jn` = Jn(1?1=2`) and thus, thanks to Equation 3,
Similarly,

E(i)  E(Jn(1?1=2`))  1 + 2`nH :
n

E(0i )  E(Jn(1?1=2i) )  1 + 2inH :
n

Therefore, if i  K , we get ` = i ? 1, and thus
E( )  1 + 4jIij and E(0 )  1 + 2jIij :

(5)
i
Hn
Hn
Let Di = t0i ? ti. We have Di = (ni+1 ? ni ) ? (i + 0i ), and thus from Equation 5,
E(Di )  jIij(1 ? 6=Hn):
(6)
In the interval Ii , the long range contacts are at distance at most Jni = Jn(1?1=2i) .
Let X (i) = Jn(1?1=2i) , and let Ni be the stopping time for X (i) , that is
i

Ni = minfkj
P

k
X
X (i)  Di g:
j =1

i
From Equation 6, we have E( Nj =1
X (i))  E(Di )  jIij(1?6=Hn).POn the other
i X (i) ) =
hand, by Wald's Equation (see [15] (Corollary 6.2.3)), we have E( Nj =1
E(Ni )  E(X (i) ). Therefore, from Equation 3, we get
n) = (log n):
E(Ni)  jI1i j+(12?jI 6j=H
=H
i n
To summarize, the expected number of consecutive intervals Ii traversed by the
greedy routing is (log n), and the expected number of steps to traverse each
of these intervals is (log n). Therefore the expected number of steps of greedy
routing is at least (log2 n).

It is an open problem whether or not the lower bound of Theorem 5 is valid
under any distance invariant distribution on the ring Rn+1. However we note
the following general result which is an immediate corollary of Lemma 8.

Corollary 1. Let p be any non-increasing distance-invariant mapping on Rn+1and
D < n=4 an integer such that
8
9
 
(D)
n
<OX
=
X
min : p(i);
p(i);  O D1 :
i=1
i= (n=D)

Then the expected number of steps of greedy routing is in (D).

5 Long Range Contact Graphs
In this section, we show how to generalize the results obtained on the ring to
arbitrary graphs. More precisely, we consider the issue of how to produce an
appropriate probabilistic mapping p on an arbitrary graph G so that routing

can be done in a small number of steps in (G;p). We begin with the class of

k-dimensional tori.

Kleinberg [11] considers the two dimensional grid. We can generalize his
result in the following manner. Consider the k-dimensional torus Tqk : with n = qk
vertices, i.e., q vertices per dimension and k  1. It is clear that balls of radius
d have size (dk), and1=kspheres of radius d have size (dk?1). Moreover the
diameter is D = (n ). Let us consider the r-harmonic distribution on the
graph Tqk . For the r-harmonic distribution we have



?r
?r
(7)
=  Pq di?1  ik?r :
p(d) = PD d?r
i=1
i=1 i jSi (t)j
Equation (7) indicates that we should select r = k. In this case we obtain that
p(d) = (d?k= log q): In particular, using Lemma 6, (Tqk ;p) becomes an (f;c)-

Long Range Contact graph, where
f (d) = 1=(p(3d=2)  jBd=2(t)j)
= 1=(((3d=2)?k = log q)  (d=2)?k )

 k
3
=  k log n :

Since the diameter of the graph Tqk is D = (n1=k ) we can use Lemma 4 to
obtain the following result.

Lemma 9. Let Tqk be the k-dimensional torus of dimension k  1 and n = qk
nodes, and let pk be the k-harmonic mapping. Then (Tqk ;pk ) is an (f; 2)-Long
k
Range Contact graph,where f (d) = ( 3k log n). Moreover, greedy routing in
(Tqk ;p) performs in O k3k log2 n expected number of steps.
2

It follows from Lemma 9 that greedy routing can be performed in O(log2 n)
expected number of steps in the k-dimensional torus Tqk , where k is constant
and the probabilistic mapping is de ned as before. Let us now present a tool to
extend results on a greedy routing in a graph G to other graphs G0 . First, we
recall the notion of an epimorphism.

De nition 3. Consider two graphs G = (V;E) and G0 = (V 0 ;E 0). An epimorphism of G onto G0 is an onto mapping  : V ! V 0 such that fu;vg 2 E )
f(u);(v)g 2 E 0, for all vertices u;v 2 V .
Note that, if  is an epimorphism, then dG0 ((u);(v))  dG (u;v) for every
u and v. Next we de ne the notion of distance maintaining epimorphism.
De nition 4. Let be a positive constant. An epimorphism  from the graph
G = (V;E) onto the graph G0 = (V 0;E0) is called -distance maintaining if for
all u;v 2 V , dG(u;v)   dG0 ((u);(v)). The epimorphism  is called distance
maintaining if it is -distance maintaining for some positive constant .

It is not hard to see that if p is a probabilistic mapping on the vertices of G
then p0 is a probabilistic mapping on the vertices of G0, where
X
p0(u0;v0) = j?11(u0)j
p(u;v):
(8)
u2? u0
1(

)

v2?1 (v0 )

Lemma 10. Assume that there is an -distance maintaining epimorphism 
from G onto G0. Let (G;p) be an (f; c)-Long Range Contact graph. Then (G0;p0)
is an (f 0 ;c)-Long Range Contact graph, where p0 is de ned in Equation 8 and
f 0(d) = f ( d)  maxu02V 0 j?1(u0)j.
Proof. Let  be a distance maintaining epimorphism from G onto G0. First of

all observe that for any t;t0 such that (t) = t0 we have that

BdG00 (t0) = fv0 : dG0 (v0;t0)  d0g = f(v) : dG0 ((v);(t))  d0g:
Therefore, BdG0 0 (t00)  (fv : dG(v;t)  d0 =c0g) from the de nition of epimorphism. Hence BdG0 (t0)  (BdG0 (t)). It follows that
BdG00 (t0) 

[

t2?1 (t0 )

(BdG0 (t)):

(9)

Let u0;t0 2 V 0 be vertices such that dG0 (u0 ;t0)  d0. From the de nition of epimorphism, there exist vertices u0;t0 2 V such that (u0) = u0 ;(t0) = t0. Then
from the de nition of distance maintaining, we have dG (u0;t0)   dG0 (u0;t0 ) 
 d0. We have

p0[u0 ! BdG00=c(t0)] =

X

v0 2BdG00=c (t0 )

= j?11(u0 )j

 j?11(u0 )j
= j?11(u0 )j

p0(u0;v0)
X

X

X

v0 2BdG00=c (t0 ) u2?1 (u0 ) v2?1 (v0)
X

X

v0 2BdG00=c (t0 ) v2?1 (v0 )
X

v2?1 (BdG00=c (t0 ))

p(u;v)

p(u0;v)

p(u0;v):

Therefore, from Inequality 9, we get
X
p(u0;v):
p0[u0 ! BdG00=c(t0)]  j?11(u0)j
G
v2[t2? t0 Bd0 =c (t)
1(

)

If follows that

p0[u0 ! BdG00=c(t0)]  j?11(u0)j p[u0 !



[

BdG0 =c(t)]

t2?1 (t0)
1
G
j?1(u0)j p[u0 ! Bd0 =c (t0 )]
1 p[u ! B G
?
1
j (u0)j 0 ( d0 )=( c)(t0 )]

 j?11(u0)j f ( 1d0)


?1(v0 )j
 1= f ( d0 )  vmax
j

0 2V 0
0
0
 1=f (d ):
This completes the proof of the Lemma.

Lemma 10 enables us to de ne new distributions on graphs.

Theorem 6. Let G = (V;E) be any graph such that there is a distance maintaining epimorphism  from a k-dimensional torus of size O(n) onto G. Further
assume that maxv2V j?1(v)j = O(1). Then there is a probabilistic mapping p on
G such that greedy routing in (G;p) performs in O( 3kk log2 n) expected number
of steps.

Proof. From Lemma 9, (Tqk ;pk ) is an (f; 2)-Long Range Contact graph, where

f (d) = ( 3kk log n). By application of Lemma 8, the probability p0 de ned in
Equation 8 is such that (G;p0) is an (f 0 ; 2)-Long Range Contact graph
where
k
3
0
0
f (d)   f ( d) for some constants and . That is f (d) = O( k log n). It
follows from Lemma 4 that greedy routing in (G;p0) performs in O( 3kk log n)
expected number of steps.

6 Conclusion and Open Problems
In this paper we have studied the performance of greedy routing in the ring
augmented with long range contacts chosen using r-harmonic distributions. We
have also shown how to extend our results to arbitrary networks via appropriate
mappings of multidimensional tori onto the network. Under certain conditions it
is shown that greedy routing performs quite eciently, i.e., O(log2 n) expected
number of steps. In particular, the ring augmented with the 1-harmonic distribution provides a simple model for the small world phenomenon.
Several interesting problems remain. For a general network, can we de ne
probabilistic mappings for which greedy routing has better performance? Is our

(log2 n) lower bound on the ring valid for all distance invariant mappings (not
just the r-harmonic) on the n-node ring? Similar questions apply to any multidimensional torus. We note that in this paper we emphasized greedy routing,
in the sense that nodes forward messages to their neighbors which are closer to
the destination. An interesting open problem is to study the resulting tradeo
between memory (required at the nodes of the network) and type of routing
being used.
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